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Today,

we as a species

have encountered

increasing global environmental 

and societal changes which have 

negatively affected

both human-beings and nature.



Hurricane Katrina

(2005.08)

New Orleans damage…



Drought damage…



Drought… hunger…

Food Crisis &

mal-Nutrition



global warming… 



We all want to be happy

together with nature

preserved!

In order to do so,

what action should we

take?
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Ⅰ. Reality of Modern Society

• Remarkable development has been made 

since the Industrial Revolution based on 

unlimited use of fossil fuels. These uses led to 

unimaginable advances in manufacturing, 

transportation, food production, medicine and 

health care, urban design etc. 

• But large amounts of CO2 were emitted by 

burning fossil fuels.

• Since then, we transformed our  way of life 
and the world around us.



Ⅰ. Reality of Modern Society

• Therefore, Rapid  Growth of Modern 

Society resulted in both unsustainable 

farming and unsustainable society, 

because of ecological system damage.

- If continued, the Earth will not be able 

to give basic materials required to 

support human life. 



• The Carbon era is over

because of both depletion of fossil fuels   

and increasingly abnormal climate. 

• The future is uncertain and 

it is clear that profound changes such as 

biodiversity loss, shortage of food and 

water, rapid population growth, and

flood-drought-disease incidence are   

already underway.

Ⅰ. Reality of Modern Society



• Let’s briefly take a look at today’s 

global phenomena in terms of 

materialistic and spiritual aspects.

Ⅰ. Reality of Modern Society
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Ⅰ. Reality of Modern Society

some materialistic phenomena 

Dominating materialism
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Ⅰ. Reality of Modern Civilization:            

some spiritual phenomena  

Dominating:

overflowing egoism,

insensitive morals/ethics
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obesity, depression,

addiction to electronic devices



depression, 
suicide,

mental 

disease, 

Atopic 

dermatitis

obesity

Addiction to
internet/

smart phone

Contaminated food

Overdose & abuse 

of medicine

Maladies appearing
in modern society:

Excessive consumption of

ICT products

Cancer 

patients



Ⅰ.  Reality of Modern Society

•Why did we face such wicked 

phenomena in Modern Society?

•How do we  overcome them?

•The reality is that we could not continue 

sustainable development.



Ⅱ. Global trends toward Sustainable Society

1) Sustainable Society

•The essence of the term ‘sustainable’ is

“that which can be maintained over time.”

This means that any society which is

unsustainable cannot be maintained and

will stop functioning at some point.



Ⅱ. Global trends toward Sustainable Society

1) Sustainable Society

• Sustainable development aims to create

and maintain prosperous social,

economic, and ecological systems
which are closely interrelated.

• Let’s briefly look at sustainability in terms

of environmental, social, and economical

facets.



Environmental Sustainability

• Our environment has suffered, in part, by 

advancements made in agriculture.

In attempting to increase agricultural output,   

humans have neglected the long-term 

sustainability of these advancements. 

• Pesticides and other chemicals have 

allowed for greater short-term food 

production, but at the cost of important 

biological life-forms.



Environmental Sustainability

• (Global Crisis) The honeybee population, for 

instance, has been in decline, preventing the 

natural pollination of many other crops.

This decline poses a major threat to global   

agriculture and our future. Honeybees are  

responsible for $30 billion a year in crops.

• Ultimately, the efforts to promote increased 

agricultural production have actually stifled the 

potential for real sustainable growth.



Economic Sustainability

• For two centuries, humans have been trained 

through marketing to desire many modern comforts 

and conveniences. As a result, people want new 

cars, clothes, appliances, etc., cheaply and quickly.                               

For example, the management of product resources, 

such as Lithium, polymers, and metals, is often 

performed without regard to finding sustainable 

sources for them. 

• Unfortunately, this has an environmental impact in 

the form of irresponsible production and waste 

disposal. 



Social Sustainability

• Socially, there remains much psychological 

pressure for individuals to purchase goods in 

great quantities.

• Personal happiness is sought through purchasing 

the latest technologies, appliances, and clothing.

• People who are unable to do so,  encounter 

psychological stress and are often looked down 

upon by their peers. Also, as a result of our 

increasingly digitized society, interpersonal 

communication has been damaged. 



Social Sustainability

• People are increasingly reliant upon social media 

and cellular communication, which has led to a 

de-personalization of individuals and social 

groups. 

• This, in turn, contributes to a myriad of 

psychological problems, including depression, 

anxiety, and attention-deficit disorder (ADD). 



Ⅱ. Global trends toward Sustainable Future Society

2) Development of tools to build Sustainable Society

• Let’s shortly look at three concepts such as resilience,  

sustainability,  and heal-being.   

• Resilience concept: Andrés Edwards said that 

“We, individuals and communities, should build an 

alternative future that strives to restore environmental 

health, reinvent outmoded institution and rejuvenate our 

environmental, social and economic systems.”     

“Resilience also applies to the capacity of our 

communities, with their technical and social networks, to 

recover from disruptions such as shortages of energy, 

food or water, pollution, disease, war, and natural 

disasters.”



Ⅱ. Global trends toward Sustainable Future Society

2) Development of tools to build Sustainable Society

• Allow me to introduce heal-being as a new tool.

• What is Heal-being?

• Heal-being is a word composed of ‘heal’ and 

‘being’ and so its meaning is to heal all beings in 

nature, including humans, that were in a state of 

deterioration.

- Its major goal is to build a sustainable future   

society while assuring a harmonious coexistence 

of humans with nature.



Ⅲ. Heal-being Era toward Sustainable Future Society

1) Why do we need Heal-being Era in the Future?

• Global Society is now experiencing five interrelated 

global trends: population growth, energy scarcity, 

economic disparity, biodiversity decline, and 

climate change.

• In Korea, we enjoy all modern conveniences, 

but we must examine the overall effect on 

our health  and happiness. 

• Are our current lifestyles actually making us

happier and healthier?



Ⅲ. Heal-being Era toward Sustainable Future Society

1) Why do we need Heal-being Era in the Future

• According to happiness index ratings by World 

Happiness Report (2015),  Korea ranks 41st among 

85 of countries.  Switzerland, by comparison, ranks 

first, Iceland ranks second, Denmark ranks third, and 

Finland ranks 6th.

• The degree of personal happiness is not        

proportional  to GDP. 

for instance,  - Bangladeshis have a high degree of   

personal happiness.

• Meanwhile,  Koreans are among OECD countries 

in the lowest.



Ⅲ. Role of Heal-being toward Sustainable Future Society

1) Why do we need Heal-being Era in the Future

• “Consumption is a virtue” had been a 
maxim in the late 20th century, which lead, 
accordingly, to mass-production and mass-
consumption.  

• On the other hand, its side-effects or 
dark sides have emerged as global 
problems such as climate change, 
ecological disruption, economic disparity, 
social unfairness etc. !



Ⅲ. Role of Heal-being toward Sustainable Future Society

1) Why do we need Heal-being Era in the Future

• Ultimately we have been confronted with 

an unsustainable society.

• Thus, we need to create novel and 

sustainable models to develop our future 

society.  

-Here is ‘Heal-being’ which my Heal-being 

Society suggests!

•‘Heal-being science’ dealing with heal-being is 

supported by healing technology(HT).



What is role of heal-being?

• Heal-being strives to regain wellness and 

balance to both humanity and nature.

• Heal-being pursuits environment friendly 

elements and healthiness and furthermore 

the restoration of nature for the harmonious 

coexistence between nature and humans.



Toward Healbeing Culture

20 Century

well-being

21Century..

heal-being

힐빙문화가몸을치유
합

(Lifestyle of Health 

and Sustainability)

Flow of societal tendency for Health

LOHAS

High industrialized 

society

→ mental 

deterioration

Life for 

pursing 

preservation 

of 

environment

Requirement of 

new  cultures

toward

Healthy & Happy

Welfare Society



Ⅲ.  Heal-being Era toward Sustainable Future Society

2) Progress of Heal-being Era based on Healing Technology

• What is healing technology (HT for short)?

• HT or ‘heal-being science’ is a multi-disciplinary 
science that is characterized  by integration of 
knowledge from various  academic fields 
including humanities, social science, arts, 
culture, life science and technology and so on.

- It aims to restore original healthy lives for all 
living things including humans, thus repairing 

damage to nature and human health.



Image  of  HT concept



Ⅲ.  Heal-being Era toward Sustainable Future Society

2) Progress of Heal-being Era 

based on Healing Technology

What is goal of  HT? 

-One of its goals is to reduce economical and 

cultural gaps. These gaps exist between 

countries and regions within them. They also 

exist among the people living there.

-The desired outcome is to reach a healthy 

and sustainable world by applying the 

philosophy of heal-being & heal-tech globally.



Ⅲ.  Heal-being Era toward Sustainable Future Society

2) Progress of Heal-being Era based on Healing Technology

• Allow me to introduce the way to build a sustainable 

society using heal-being and HT:

• - General directions to make new paradigm-based 

‘primary industry’  can be divided largely into two 
categories:

• Firstly, to cultivate and harvest nutritious and

functional diets, in other words healthful and 

heal-being diets in primary industries

- Secondly, to promote a creative tourism

(e.g., heal-being creative tourism).



Ⅳ. How to promote a creative  

heal-being tourism?

What is creative heal-being tourism?

• Creative heal-being tourism is meant to make 

tourists experience ‘art-integrated programs’ in 

‘rural amenity resources.’ So, we should develop 

art-integrated heal-being programs with the 

assistance of various artists. 

• Heal-being tourism is to both heal deteriorated 

health (e.g., depression, ADHD, internet addiction, etc) 

of modern people in Korea and to make rural 

people get much more income.



Ⅳ. How to promote a creative  

heal-being tourism?

• What are ‘rural amenity resources’? 

They are natural resources that provide 

relaxation, amusement and comfort  to 

tourists, and promote traditional, cultural 

values.



Some heal-being programs in nature
Walking in 

Forest

& Temple 

Stay

Nature 

Experienced

Programs



Ⅳ. How to promote a creative  

heal-being tourism? 

• To bring heal-being tourism to fruition:

- Tourists visiting rural, regional areas must 

experience based on art-integrated 

programs.

• I would like to see the famous 

Moominworld’s programs as a bench mark in 

Naantali city near Turk city. 

• Moominworld prides itself on realizing the 

Moomin philosophy, promoting safety and 

environmental consciousness.



• Therefore it is necessary to create a heal-being 

experience village or an eco-village in rural     

regions using heal-being programs :

- And so rural people will increase tourism income 

from people coming there to experience these 

programs.

Ⅳ. How to promote a creative  

heal-being tourism?



-Target populations are families, elderly 

people, youth and adolescents     

(especially those afflicted with     

depression, suicidal ideas, internet  

addiction, obesity, etc.). 

•Targeting regions for implementing the 

related heal-being  programs:

let me introduce an eco-village called  

‘Potato Flower Studio’.

2) How to make Heal-being Tourism  in Rural areas



Location of Potato Flower Studio 
in Pyeong-chang, Kangwon Province, South Korea

- Winter Olympic Games will be held

in Pyeong-chang,  in 2018.

At that occasion… ..



1) ‘Potato Flower Studio’ founded at an abandoned   

school in a rural area in Pyeong-chang through     

remodeling technology. 

That studio is contributing to the growth of regional 

economy by utilizing creative cultural programs. 

- Key values: It represents nature, art and local 

culture,

-Programs include: village festival & public 

performances etc,

- Participants: artists, educators and promoters & tourists ,

- Target audience: adolescents, village inhabitants,     

handicapped persons, seniors, multi-cultured families,   

soldiers, public officials, etc.

2) How to make Heal-being Tourism  in Rural areas



A lot of Cultural Activities

in Flower Potato Studio













- Goal of Heal-being tourism is to contribute 

to vitalization of creative tourism (shown in 

Fig.2). 

- This will, in turn, reduce the prevalence of  

modern diseases and unhealthy people.  



Heal-being

Tourism

Agriculture 

&

Agribusiness

Health,

Lifestyle,

Wellness

Healing

Technology
(Resilient Cities

Construction)

Cultural,
Green Tour

Creative
Industry

<Fig2.Vitalization of Heal-

being Tourism,

One of Creative Industry>

Arts & ICT 

Technology



- Its effects also are to lead to reduction in national 

financial expenditure for public health

(relating to this fact, Korean government     

shows increasing deficit that will be expected      

more than $10 billions in 2050.

-Through recovering our physical and psychological

health, we are given a great opportunity to regain   

human sustainability.



Promoting Creative Heal-being Tourism

* Heal-being  Creative Tourism 

Development  linked  to  Primary 

Industry

ICT   &

20Century 

Culture

ICT Culture &

Well-being

Present

HT: Healing 

Technology   &

21 Century 

Culture

Future Heal-being 

Culture 
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Photos:

Some heal-being cultural activities

in rural regions
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Horticulture

based programs
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Nature experienced 

programs
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Music based -programs



“Art is one of the old forms of 

preventive medicine known to humanity”

“Art is a Spiritual Path”



Ⅳ. How to promote a creative  

heal-being tourism? 

What kind of benefits can we obtain from 

this promotion of Heal-being tourism?

1) Tourists attractions from both the Interior and abroad.

2) Creation of many new jobs.

3) This will continue to establish a sustainable/resilient     

society worldwide and form a main axis of creative 

economy.

4) Reduction in prevalence of modern diseases and 

unhealthy people having mental disorders, obesity etc.



Ⅴ. Heal-being contributable

to Sustainable Society

• The world is exerting efforts to revive global 

economy out of recession encountered since 

2008.

• Each country’s government is working hard to 

produce creative industries as an exit from the 

recession.

• Hence, heal-being tourism (i.e., onsite experience 

tourism) based on both nature and art-integrated 

programs should be an alternative, as an example of 

economic revival via the development of creative 

industry. 



Ⅴ. Heal-being

contributable to Sustainable Society

• What should be the future’s direction of 

heal-being?

• Heal-being will provide us with new 

insights and experiences via nature, 

accompanied by changes in our 

consciousness and mindset, lifestyle, and 

spiritual health.

• Overall, these changes are meant to 

benefit not only nature, but humanity, too. 



• Heal-being villages in Korea urge 

international cooperation to allow for 

further development. 

• We welcome your ideas and 

contributions! 

• We are planning to build a sustainable 

society through world-wide heal-being 

tourism. 

Ⅴ. Heal-being contributable

to Sustainable Society



Ⅴ. Heal-being contributable to Sustainable Society

• Main purposes of heal-being spirit/philosophy 

are:  to recover not only the original healthy state 

of nature, but also the original humanity from 

human’s selfish and devastated state.

• The awareness relationships between nature 

and humans is important. Through intimate 

connection and conversation among specialists 

in philosophy, heal-being, and HT, we can 

restore consciousness to these interrelated 

concepts. (Shin-ja Kim, philosopher in Wien).



Ⅴ. Heal-being contributable to Sustainable Society

• When heal-being and life philosophy developed 

in harmony through reason and contemplation, 

it will create the new possibility of practical and 

desirable harmony between humans and 

nature (Shin-ja Kim)

- From now on, we need to rebuild a sustainable 

society as sound as before via healing and 

restoring nature from the devastation through 

applying heal-being philosophy and HT.



• As a concrete plan, we need to 

generate new jobs stemming from 

creative tourism that are engrafted on 

a new culture so-called heal-being 

culture.  As a result, we will shed light 

of heal-being  onto the global society. 

• Hopefully, creating Heal-being tourism 

would be a main driver for a creative 

economy/ industry in Korea  as well as 

other countries. 

Ⅴ. Heal-being contributable to Sustainable Society



Final Remark!

International Society 

for Heal-being Studies (ISHS) 

are looking forward to opening a new era 

by promoting heal-being scince

with the cooperation of all of you.



Paljon kiitoksia!

Thanks for your attention!!

hyunryul4125@hanmail.net


